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BEARCATS GOT BITE

Helpline
reopens
its doors
 Student
d
service
running again after
semester-long hiatus
BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Showtime on campus
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS EDITOR

On July 18, 2008, Showtime announced that they ordered 12 episodes of a new series “Nurse Jackie”
starring three-time Emmy award
winner Edie Falco as the title character. When it came time to shoot
the series, Baruch College was chosen as one of the locations.
Carl Aylman, director of student
life, explained that the college’s facilities were used mainly for “the
pick-up shot for the entrance of the
hospital” and for space to hold the
cast and crew between takes.
“There are rules about maintaining a holding space for cast and
crew between takes, which obviously must be indoors,” explained
Aylman. “The Multipurpose room
[was] too large for the amount of
people in the cast and crew, so we
moved them over to [Room VC]
2-125.”
According to Aylman, the overrunning of the college by those involved in the filming went smoothly, even during busy club hours on
Thursday afternoons when numerous events are going on at once.

“They (Showtime) even made
signs to help redirect traffic out of
their own budget,” Aylman said.
The series has filmed at Baruch
on five separate occasions, bringing in $15,000 per shoot, or $75,000
overall for the college, according
to an e-mail from Vice President
of Administration and Finance Johanna D’Aleo.
D’Aleo said some of the funds
from the filming were used to “defray the cost of staff that devoted
time to this” and that “$10,000 is
being transferred to support Student Services.” She also wrote that
the rest of the money will be added
to “general campus revenue for this
year.”
It is not yet clear if “Nurse Jackie”
will be picked up for more episodes
or if Baruch College will continue
to be used for filming.
“Nurse Jackie” has been described by Showtime as a comedy/drama, depicting a nurse who
spends her days juggling patients
along with her “occasional weakness for Vicodin and Adderall,”
at All Saint’s Hospital, which was
created at Baruch’s 25th Street entrance.

Hard times ahead

BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

ILLUSTRATION BY KORCAN YURDACAN

While New York
City is preparing its
residents for job
losses and a lack
of
employment
o p p o rtunities, Baruch has been helping
graduation-bound students spruce
up their resumes in hopes of landing a job. And with the release of recent statistics, Baruch students will
need as much help as they can get.
According to the New York Daily
News on Jan. 30, Mayor Bloomberg
plans to cut 23,000 city jobs. These
rollbacks follow suit with Wall
Street firms that have been laying
off workers.
For the Baruch senior, it is a
disappointing scene to the road

ahead.
“Students grew up in an economy that has been expanding for
15 years, so it was a reasonable
assumption that it would be good
to go to college and leave with a
promising job future,” said Dr. Patricia Imbimbo of the Career Development Center.
Now that the economic forecast
has changed for the worse, the CDC
is doing everything in its power to
help students create resumes that
stand out and working with departments to set up internship and job
opportunities.
“When my colleagues and I get
requests from acquaintances who

Helpline reopened its doors on
Jan. 26 after its hiatus last semester.
The peer-counseling center,
located in Room VC 3-241, underwent changes to its program, focusing on health and wellness besides
counseling.
According to Shadia Sachedina,
associate director of Student Life,
the peer counselors have been
trained to educate and engage
students on living a nutritious and
healthy lifestyle.
“The peer counselors are working on a series of programs to educate the Baruch community on
various health issues including
STDs, a no smoking campaign and
a stress relief week,” said Sachedina
in an e-mail.
Sachedina will continue to manage Helpline while the Counseling
Center, directed by David Cheng,
works with Student Life in training
peer counselors to deal with student issues they may face.
In an earlier interview, Cheng
stated that the program is important because of its location and students may feel more comfortable
talking to a peer.
Cheng declined to comment at
this time regarding the reopening
of Helpline.
The peer-counseling center quietly closed its doors in the fall after
Sachedina admitted to being overwhelmed with work at the start of
the semester. Its temporary shutdown provided administrators with
the opportunity to reevaluate the
program and incorporate health
and wellness training.
The Undergraduate Student
Government echoed sentiments
of students at the sight of Helpline’s door being open once again
as it provides an alternative to the
Counseling Center in handling personal problems.
“I think it’s a very good thing
that Helpline is open and it’s a service that the students really enjoy,”
said Ben Guttmann, vice president
of legislative affairs.
Helpline’s current staff of six
students operate Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Students interested in joining
Helpline’s staff should visit Sachedina in the Student Life office, Room
VC 2-210.
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BY MEGAN LAW

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

TUESDAY 2/10
The National Association of Black
Accountants, in collaboration with
the Zicklin Graduate Accounting
Society, will host the Deloitte Resume Writing Workshop in Room
Room 9-155 from 12:40 to 2:20 p.m.
This program is for those graduating with 150 credits between December 2010 and May 2011.
The Transfer Student Organization
will host “Transfer Buzz” from 4 to
6 p.m. in Room VC 2-125.
The Vagina Warriors will hold auditions for this year’s production of
“The Vagina Monologues” in Room
VC 9-175 from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
The Career Development Center
will host an Advanced Interviewing
Techniques workshop from 2:30 to
4 p.m. in Room VC 2-190.

THURSDAY 2/12
Baruch College Survey Research
of the School of Public Affairs and
the New York Chapter of the American Association for Public Opinion
Research will host a discussion of
polling and predictions about New
York City and the mayor’s re-election campaign from 6 to 8:30 p.m.
in Room VC 14-220.

USG Briefs
COMPILED BY SABRINA SMITH
USG CORRESPONDENT
The University Student Senate
passed a budget of $450,000, despite objections from CUNY Vice
Chancellor Garrie W. Moore.
The positions of lower day senator, lower evening senator and vice
president of campus affairs in USG
are now vacant.
USG will participate in six weeklong “Penny Raise” contest held by
Alpha Phi Delta.
The first semester issue of USG
Insider will be published on Monday, Feb. 23. The theme is entitled
“Know Your Resources.”
USG will be hosting Coffee Night
on Wednesday, Feb. 18 at 6 p.m.
USG allocated $200 for purchasing
500 cups featuring USG logos.
USG will also be hosting “Government for the New Generation” on
Thursday, Feb. 19 at 12:35 p.m. in
Room VC 14-220. The event will
feature congressmen Charles Rangel and Anthony Weiner as guest
speakers.

Corrections
In the last issue of The Ticker,
Ben Guttmann, USG’s vice-president of legislative affairs, was misquoted. The quote should have
read, “Especially this year with the
2008 election...”

Visit theticker.org

On Jan. 26, President Kathleen
Waldron named Mark Gibbel as
the new vice president of college
advancement.
“I see this job as a wonderful opportunity and an ideal next step in
my career. I have a deep respect for
Baruch and its history and wanted
to be part of its mission,” Gibbel
said in explaining his incentive for
applying for the position.
Gibbel’s career has come a long
way before arriving at Baruch.
“My first employer was on a
neighbor’s farm milking cows when
I was 12 years old,” he said.
Most recently, Gibbel worked as
associate dean for development for
the faculty of arts and sciences at
New York University.
As associate dean, Gibbel said
to have “managed a $475 million
fundraising campaign and was responsible for all development and
alumni activity for arts and science.”
According to Gibbel, his previous experience at NYU benefited
his transition into the office of vice

president of college advancement.
“My success with the NYU campaign gives me confidence that I
will be able to assist the president,
deans, faculty and advancement
staff at Baruch to be successful with
our fundraising efforts and achieve
our goals,” he said.
Some of Gibbel’s responsibilities at Baruch include working
closely with the trustees of The Baruch College Fund to preserve the
college’s endowment.
He expressed the dire need to
raise money from private philanthropy to help further goals at Baruch.
After one week in office, Gibbel
said, “I have been met with open
arms. There is a real sense of purpose here. I’m fired up.”
He intends to “help the advancement team raise as much money
as we can for scholarships, faculty
support and infrastructure needs.”
According to Baruch College
Campus News, Gibbel’s job is extremely important because “contributions to The Baruch College
Fund have increased by more than
600 percent over the past 10 years.”

CUNY financial aid
plan to ease burdens
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

With the possibility of Gov. David Paterson’s budget getting approved, which would alter TAP requirements, and with a fall tuition
hike looming, CUNY Chancellor
Matthew Goldstein is addressing
students’ concerns regarding financial burdens.
In the past month, CUNY Newswires released by Goldstein have
mentioned the Institutional Financial Aid Initiative, a plan to help
lower the possible ramifications of
TAP decreases and tuition increases.
“The University plans to set
aside $10 million to establish an Institutional Financial Aid Initiative
to assist those students who will be
placed at risk of continuing their
matriculation due to higher tuition
rates, as well as to drive down the
cost of textbooks for CUNY students,” said Goldstein in a university newswire from Jan. 11.
Along with providing extra money for financial aid, the initiative
will coincide with the Work Study
program. Through the initiative, the
website, Jobs for Students (cuny.
edu/studentjobs) was created.
“This effort underscores our
commitment that no student in
need of financial assistance will be
denied access to the City University,” said Goldstein in the Newswire.
“We are making every effort to protect our most vulnerable students
at a time of severe fiscal crisis in the
city, state and nation.”
The chancellor also mentioned
changes to TAP requirements that
Gov. Paterson referenced in the
Higher Education section of his
proposed state budget.
In his plan, the governor plans
to change the full-time student requirement from 12 to 15 credits.
The proposal also eliminates TAP
for 7,600 graduate students who receive the average annual award of

$381 and for those who have multiple family members in college. Students who are ineligible for federal
loans will also be ineligible for TAP,
according to the budget.
In a Jan. 15 CUNY Newswire directed to the Borough of Manhattan
Community College, the chancellor
expressed his sentiments about the
change in TAP requirements.
“CUNY students who do not
register for 15 credits often do so
because their work schedules and
family obligations prevent heavier course loads,” said Goldstein.
“While the University encourages
timely completion of a degree in
every way it can, we have difficulty
supporting a change that would penalize working students, those most
in need of financial assistance.”
According to the wire, CUNY accounts for 22 percent of students
who receive TAP awards, which
are students among the poorest in
the state. Gov. Paterson plans to increase the TAP budget by $38 million.
The second concern the chancellor expressed on CUNY’s behalf
is the elimination of TAP rewards
based on multiple college dependents from one household.
“This enhancement reduces
a family’s net taxable income for
multiple dependent members,
modestly increasing TAP awards by
an average of $250 to $350 per student,” said Goldstein. “Retaining
this enhancement appropriately
recognizes the additional expenses
borne by such families.”
The budget also requires an increase of up to $300 per semester
for CUNY students.
According to Michael Arena,
university director of communications and marketing, that means
tuition could rise by any amount
up to $300, The actual amount is
still undecided. Unlike SUNY who
started their increase this spring
semester, the CUNY-wide tuition
increase will take effect this fall.
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Mark Gibbel’s 15 years of development experience is a major attribute to Baruch.
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Employment

Students ThinkFast, win big
BY DOVILAS BUKAUSKAS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
might be looking to hire Baruch
graduates, we often refer these prospective employers to Pat Imbimbo’s office,” said Professor Kishore
Tandon, chairman of the Bert Wasserman department of economics
and finance.
According to Dr. Imbimbo, the
CDC reaches out to all departments
to assist them in helping students
find job opportunities.
There will be many business
panels held in March for popular
majors at Baruch, such as one for
marketing, one for psychology and
even one encouraging government
and nonprofit work.
“Baruch does not look for these
types of jobs but they should,” said
Imbimbo. “We encourage students
to consider all government jobs.”
Resources such as CDC and
departmental offices are available
for students to educate themselves
about possibilities and different
steps they can take.
The STARR Weekly newsletter,
e-mail blast and website are other
resources that lists events and activities. CDC also plans to offer a
workshop to help students manage
their mounting stress during the
current crisis.
“Students
are
constantly
stressed. Every time you open the
paper it is there and it makes everyone stressed,” said Imbimbo.
Tandon noted other opportunities for work and experience on
campus.
“There are times when some
adjunct instructors might hire stu-

dents directly from their class because they know them,” she said.
The CDC has also begun to offer the STARR Career Hour, a job
search group that has met every
Wednesday since the January Winter Intersession.
Up to 10 students have showed
up weekly for this quick seminar.
Many seniors have started showing
up at the CDC lately as well.
“More students should be coming,” said Imbimbo. “Some get discouraged and don’t come back.”
This is not the first time Baruch
faced a tough job market and economy.
“In 2002, during an economic
downturn, less students came to career fairs,” said Imbimbo. The only
explanation was that students just
gave up and lost hope, she said.
Taking advantage of resume
workshops, job panels and internship fairs with positive attitudes is
extremely important.
According to Imbimbo, many
seniors are going to CDC for the
first time to receive basic training
in hopes of acquiring work after
graduation.
Networking and forming ties
with recruiters is another step toward the future.
“I am optimistic for Baruch students. They are a hardy bunch that
gets through many hard classes
and responsibilities,” said Imbimbo. “Students need to stretch their
thinking and make use of us; we
reach out to all kinds of companies.”

TSO addresses
transfers’ woes
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The hassle presented by the
daily commute for many entering
freshmen takes a toll on the sense
of community among the student
body. However, by deciding to attend Baruch later than most, assimilation becomes even more
daunting for transfer students.
The newly formed Transfer Student Organization was created to
specifically address this need.
Soon after its genesis, TSO began to make students aware of their
presence. Within the first week of
this semester, the walls of the Vertical Campus were covered with flyers advertising the group’s kickoff
event, Transfer Buzz, on Tuesday,
Feb. 10 from 4 to 6 p.m.
“Transfer Buzz is an event specifically aimed at probing into
transfer students’ complaints, compliments and concerns.
The creation of the club comes
at fitting time. At the most recent
meeting of the Undergraduate Student Government, members debated the possibility of amending their
constitution to assign one of the upper senator positions responsibility
for representing transfer students.
Executive Vice-President of USG
Glen Apolinar proposed that this
responsibility fall under the duties
of USG’s vice-president of campus
affairs. However, the idea was met
with objection from the senate.
According to vice president of
recruitment for TSO, Mohamed
Kaba, the club has submitted the
paperwork for obtaining an official
charter from the USG and is waiting
for a response.

An official charter would recognized TSO as an official club,
making it eligible for funding from
USG.
Transfer
students miss
out on some
opportunities afforded
to
incoming students
fresh
from
SERGE OUEDRAOGO
high school.
For examPresident of TSO
ple, some clubs
on campus market themselves primarily to freshmen.
In a series of interviews, members of TSO identified some stumbling blocks.
“It is hard with Baruch being
a commuter college. Some sort
of orientation to introduce you
to the college, other than just the
preliminary tour, would have been
better,” said Kimberly Williams, a
student who transferred from Orange County Community College
in spring 2008. “I feel that transfer
students are left out there to figure
things out on their own.”
While some transfer students
recall feeling confused during their
first days at Baruch, others commended the administration’s efforts to integrate transfer students
with the existing student body.
“When I first came into Baruch,
just like many other transfers, I went
through a time of confusion,” said
Umair Mahmood, a transfer student from John Jay College. “I took
a class through the Transfer Learning Community which provided me
with all the help I needed.”

The excitement was palpable
last Thursday night when students
packed into the Multipurpose
room to compete in the second
ThinkFast event, hosted by USG.
The ThinkFast event featured a
live DJ, an MC, game show-style
podiums and wireless answer
buzzers, all provided by TjohnE, a
booking and production company.
Any student who presented
their Baruch ID card could grab
their own wireless answer remote
and form a new game show team
to compete.
Competing teams had names
like the Bystanders, The Divas and
Team U.S.A. The winners of the first
round were the Beatles, Dr. Evil, the
Lions and the Librarians.
As the event’s name suggests,
the faster a team answers, the more
points they are awarded. Each multiple-choice question would gradually reveal clues about two of five
possible answers. The third clue
would finally reveal the correct answer.
Some questions focused on pop
culture like, how many children did
the Weasley family in Harry Potter
have? But other questions during
the “Straight Talk” segment were
crowd pleasers.
During this segment, contestants had to guess the correct answer an interviewee would give to
a given question. In one situation, a
judge was asked if he had voted for
George W. Bush, whether he was
currently wearing panties and how
he felt about premarital sex.
Contestants had to guess the
judge’s answer to the last question,

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Contestants had a chance to win prizes like an Ipod Touch, a Sony PSP and gift cards.
based on his answers to the first
two questions.
Students got to judge their
peers in an American Idol knockoff
and the winner, Sahaib Safia, was
awarded with a Sony PSP for his
musical talent. Nelise Charles was
awarded an Ipod Touch for her stalwart attention to detail in a Simon
Says match.
Other prizes during the event included several $25 gift cards, Sony
Cyber-shot digital cameras and a
Flip Video Camcorder.
Students who attended ThinkFast commented on the event’s
energy and expressed interest in
USG staging another competition.
Others felt ThinkFast should’ve re-

ceived more publicity at Baruch.
“We should have it more often.
I found out about it on Facebook,”
said student Terresa Ling.
Vladimir Lackovic, USG’s vicepresident of campus affairs, headed
the event’s organization.
“I think that the people who
came had a great time,” said Lackovic. “ The point of the show is to
get people to compete in teams
and build some school spirit and
make it a fun and memorable experience.”
Given the event’s booming turnout and popularity, USG is considering hosting another ThinkFast
competition towards the end of the
semester.
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Opinions
EDITORIALS

POLITICAL CARTOON

FINALLY, HELPLINE
RETURNS
Last week, as I walked through the third floor of the Vertical Campus towards the club areas, I was pleasantly surprised
to see two students seated in the offices of what used to be
Helpline.
It was then that I realized that Helpline had reopened. It was
certainly a comforting feeling, since it serves a great purpose
to the Baruch community. Helpline, students’ only source for
peer counseling, had closed its doors in October, with many
people shocked by the surprise decision.
While most students don’t take advantage of this wonderful resource on campus, its purpose extends beyond offering
peer counseling.
It also serves as the main resource for student housing assistance, something that is of extreme importance during these
troubling economic times.
Helpline is needed now more than ever. Financial issues
can certainly leave many people stressed and yearning for
guidance and emotional stability.
It is a great site to see Helpline up and operating. Students
once again have someone they can turn to at a point when
it seems everyone is frugal with their money as well as their
time.

COURTESY AND
CONGESTION
Congestion continues to be a problem at Baruch College
and, unfortunately, there has been little said or done to
resolve this issue.
If one ever doubted that the school is congested, all they
need to do is pass by the third floor escalators during club
hours. A massive sea of people congregate forming a nearly
impermeable wall.
This makes it extremely difficult for anyone needing to
go in the opposite direction to reach his or her destination.
Aside from the inconvenience it causes for many, the fact
remains that it is a fire hazard. Broken escalators certainly
hinder the situation. However, it is absolutely unacceptable
that students should be subjected to this madness. How
much longer is Baruch willing to avoid the issue? Until
students get hurt?
A statement from someone of Baruch’s administration
regarding this matter would, at the very least, be
appreciated. A more ambitious approach may be to
inform students and faculty about ways to circumvent this
congestion that seems to be plaguing the school on a daily
basis.
It’s time for those sitting upstairs in the cozy confines
of their offices to come downstairs and address this
problem. In the meantime, I’ll be waiting and watching as
security guards force students to exit through the very same
turnstiles that other students are trying to enter the building
from.

THE VALENTINE
SHAM
The Ticker encourages everyone to see beyond what
Valentine’s Day is portrayed as. One day a year, couples are
forced to shower their loved ones with gifts, dinners and, of
course, the Hallmark card.
The idea of “pulling out all the stops” one day a year
should make someone realize that it is doesn’t matter how
you treat your significant on Feb. 14, but how you treat them
the other 364 days of the year.
Relationships are made and broken over the course of
months or years. Going out for an expensive “prix fix” dinner
disguises the problems from each person in the relationship.
A couple can not expect a nice dinner to make up for
countless hours of neglect, if that is the case. Even couples
experiencing no problems should consider doing something
simple for Valentine’s Day. A simple act with thought shows
caring and consideration more so than a fancy Hallmark
card.

ILLUSTRATION BY KATIE ALARCON

YOUR LETTERS
Letter Policy
The Ticker welcomes correspondence from all readers. When a submission is made, please include your
name, graduation year and organization title, if applicable. Letter submissions should not exceed 250
words. The Ticker reserves the right to edit submissions for clarity and length. Submissions should be
sent each Wednesday by 5 p.m. Submissions should be sent to opinions@theticker.org.

Ethical dilemmas of textbook resales
Chris Worthington, in response to
“Behind the black tape”
The primary issue is with the
publishers. If they would clearly direct
the faculty on what to do with the review
copy (return to publisher, destroy, donate,
recycle etc.) then it would be easier for
the faculty, most of whom do not choose
to personally profit from these books, to
know what to do with them.
There is no publishing industry
standard on review textbooks, other
than the publishers use them to justify
the higher cost to the bookstores and
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do not care what we do with them, and
therein lies the problem. The publishers
should take responsibility for how these
books are handled, but they chose not
to out of concern for how future review
copies are handled.
Our institutionally owned bookstore
chooses to not buy back these books,
and will not sell them if we receive
happy to resell these books from
faculty/students). Please understand
that there are thousands of bookstores
who understand and do elect to operate
ethically - not all bookstores are
contributing to this problem.
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students. Each publisher has different
rules regarding this.
As a campus owned bookstore, we
are happy to facilitate the appropriate
return or donation of these books to the
organization identified by the publisher.
Not to be resold online, but rather to
be donated to organizations that use
them to stock libraries and schools in
impoverished markets.
While we do not have a specific campus
policy, the overwhelming majority of our
faculty do the “right” thing by seeking
our assistance in disposing these books.
Some publishers take them back, others
ask us to destroy them, others simply
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MTA Not
“Going Your Way”
Another fare hike! In times
of such economic hardship,
it’s already difficult to buy a
MetroCard. Now imagine buying
a MetroCard once the fares
have increased. It seems like an
impossible task.
A single ride will cost
somewhere between $2.50 and
$3. For those of us who frequently
use the MTA, a seven-day
unlimited MetroCard will cost
$35. In addition, those who
currently try to save money by
buying an $81 30-day unlimited
MetroCard, will soon have to pay
$103.
It will be quite hard to offset
the expense of buying weekly
MetroCards when it suddenly
becomes too difficult to buy a
monthly one!
Every day, millions of people
commute back and forth, to
and from their destinations. For
anyone who lives within the five
boroughs, it is more than likely
that mass transit is their main
mode of transport. It is a known
fact that we New Yorkers rely on
the MTA, but don’t forget that
the MTA once left us stranded.
On Dec. 20, 2005, the MTA
went on strike. With the majority
of Transit Authority employees
complying with it, the strike was
successful. There wasn’t a subway
or bus running in the city.
I’m sure everyone remembers
where they were and how they
felt that day. Confused because
they had no clue how they were
going to get to work. Angry
because they couldn’t believe
the MTA had the nerve to ditch
their obligations to an entire
city. Happy because they had
a legitimate reason not to go to
school. Or frustrated, because
they had no way to complete
their
Christmas
shopping.
Let’s not forget that the MTA

abandoned us during the busiest
shopping week of the year! But
the point I want to raise is that
if MTA employees can fight for
their rights as workers, we should
fight for our rights as customers.
When they weren’t satisfied
with their pay, pension and
health insurance, they decided
to take action. While I am still
bitter about the strike, I applaud
MTA employees for going about
things the way
they did.
Yes,
they
lost pay for the
three days they
were on strike.
And yes, the
strike violated
JOYCELYN MCGREGOR the
Taylor
Law, a law
which outlines the rights and
restrictions of unions for public
employees in New York. So, any
employee who adhered to the
strike had penalties deducted
from their pay, but they decided
the consequences were worth
achieving their desired outcome.
Imagine if we were like the
MTA and fought for what we
wanted. Suppose we went on
strike and refused to use public
transportation until it was agreed
that prices would not be raised.
It won’t take long to financially
cripple the MTA. The amount of
money it would lose in one day
would be massive. Before long
they would have to give in.
We wouldn’t lose much from
going on strike. Sure, you will
lose a little money if you don’t go
to work for a day. But it is nothing
in comparison to the money you
will lose if the fare is increased.
Similarly, that money is nothing
in comparison to the money you
will save if you prevented a fare
hike. Maybe then I can finally say
the MTA is going my way.

Old & Reliable P & J
AARON MONTEABARO
During the downtime between
classes one afternoon, I was sitting
next to a young lady and couldn’t
help but notice that she was
finishing a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, not unlike the one I had
just eaten. I gave a sigh of relief.
Someone else besides me also
cares about eating well and being
cost conscious.
Now I am aware that peanut
butter and jelly is probably not
what most nutritionists consider
a well-balanced meal but, at least
in my eyes, it is a step in the right
direction.
We live in a world consumed by
the quick and cheap, with all else
taking a backseat. Many options
readily accepted are not ideal for
health or finances. With a small
amount of care, even the most
penny-wise person can please their
stomach.
Consider fast food chains. The
only benefit from these I can see is
the speed. Even if the food comes

from the cheaper side of the menu,
it still adds up quickly after a few
days. You may only pay $4 for a
“full” meal, but the hit on your
wallet lands in your gut.
The various food carts around
the city are another popular option.
The food is usually delicious and
fairly inexpensive. I can get enough
to satisfy my lunch craving for
$5 and dinner for $6 or $7. It may
not be the healthiest meal, since
everything is fried on a griddle-like
surface, but it is fresh and prepared
in front of you. On top of that, I
would rather give my money to the
food cart vendor and their family
rather than some international
chain restaurant corporation. At
least the money stays in New York
City.
The school cafeteria is another
good option. The food that comes
out is of good quality and at a fair
price, not unlike that of the vendor
carts. Location and speed are the
main benefits here, as well as the

wide variety of food. Most meals
come with fries or veggies and cost
around $6 with a drink.
But for my money, a few
groceries can keep my growling
hunger at bay longer and for less
money. Enter the always-ready
peanut butter and jelly, which is a
reasonably healthy and delicious
lunch, at least to me. A trip to the
grocery story for bread, peanut
butter and jelly (use a plastic knife
if you have to) shouldn’t cost you
more than $12. That’s enough food
for around 12 sandwiches, or six of
the double-decker sandwiches that
I’m known to make.
Try buying cold cuts to open a
whole new world. All this and no
kitchen required. I’m still known to
buy food out, being a big fan of the
food carts, but only on occasion. If
you want to or you have to, it’s nice
to know that lunch can be done
right and cheap.Of course, the same
rules could be applied to coffee, but
who’s perfect?
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Investment Analysis

China’s place in a global recession
BY OSCAR BATORI
INVESTMENT CORRESPONDENT

Globalization has unquestionably been one of the most powerful
forces that has driven up the standard of living, especially in emerging economies. The benefits of globalization have been distributed
unevenly allowing some countries
to benefit more than others. One
country has experienced a bonanza, China. However, this is about to
change.
During a recession we frequently ask ourselves whether free markets work. The newly globalized
economy is having a confidence
crisis. We are flirting with protectionism, something that appears to
be good but will only hurt us in the
future. China is well aware of its position and is taking pragmatic steps
to protect itself.
The Chinese economy derives
about 35 percent of its GDP from
exports. Therefore, a plunge in
exports would severely hurt economic growth. Global recessions
can drive down exports, but a wave
of protectionism can only make
things worse. China heavily relies
on exports to ensure political stability and an 8 percent growth rate,
which is needed to supply jobs for
40 million new entrants annually to
the job market.
People are often heard extolling
the virtues of the Chinese economy,
affirming that China is the leader

of a new “economic order.” This is
over simplified, and in my opinion,
a false assertion. Before the European Union controlled the trade
policy, a trade war with one nation
did not signal a trade war with the
entire continent. Europe has now
morphed into one homogeneous
neo-Socialist bloc. If you upset the
bloc, you risk losing business with
all of its members. Since the majority of China’s exports go to the
EU and the United States, a major
trade war could be disastrous. China is, for all intents and purposes,
a command economy in which the
government derives its legitimacy
by delivering higher standards of
living. Therefore a serious trade
war could turn into a domestic
meltdown.
China’s leaders are all too aware
of this potential problem and, despite public attacks on the U.S.
banking industry, they are still
taking a broad range of measures
to avoid a backlash against cheap
imports. The charm offensive on
trade in Europe has begun. Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao has publicly arranged large purchases of
European goods and services in
an attempt to silence critics. Many
still believe that China is largely responsible for the deterioration of
the manufacturing industry in Europe, because of the nation’s large
pool of low cost labor.
China has more leverage when
dealing with the United States on

CHINAVIEW.CN

Premier Wen Jiabao addressing the audience at The World Economic Forum.
trade issues. The two nations have
become increasingly inter-dependent, creating a complex power
structure that is sensitive to the
trade issue.
The Chinese have hundreds of
billions of dollars in treasury securities, and are forced to keep
buying. Once the Chinese stop
purchasing treasury securities the
ones they already own will plunge

in value. This would lead to the dollar’s demise, which would drive
down the United States demand for
Chinese imports. American goods
would also become more competitive abroad. While this might be
what America ultimately needs, it
definitely would not be good for a
command economy that derives 35
percent of its GDP from exports.
China knows just how depen-

dent its rise from an emerging market to an economic powerhouse
has been on the west’s pro-globalization policies. It is comforting
for long term “China bulls” to see
Premier Wen and his team display
the kind of pragmatism needed to
navigate this crisis. Will the Europeans take the bait? Will Congress
play ball? Only time will tell.

Safe jobs in the economy
BY RACHEL HONG

CareerBuilder, which ranked the sector
as the third industry to grow, expects to see
rising demands for engineers and scientists
,to develop “green technology.” In the article,
Time said that Obama’s energy plan is critical
not just to the prospect of national employment rate, but also to the quality of our future
generation’s living environment.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baruch students are scrambling to find
recession-proof jobs, as Congress and President Barack Obama debate the benefit of the
$800 billion stimulus package. According to
Obama, the estimated $800 billion stimulus
package would create up to 3.7 million jobs
by the end of 2010. Americans, especially recent graduates, are focused on finding jobs
within the few industries that are still thriving
despite the recession. It is worth noting that
most experts do not agree on which careers
are deemed as “recession proof.”
Education
Careerbuilder.com, drawing upon the expertise of Challenger, Gray & Christmas, an
outplacement firm, compiled a list of the five
most recession-proof jobs. The education
sector was ranked first. Education will always remain a priority regardless of the economic climate. The cycle of teachers retiring
and students enrolling each year demands a
steady recruitment of new teachers.
“CNN Money” and US News & World Report narrowed down recession-proof jobs
within the education industry to tenured
professors who cannot be fired without just
cause and due process. Considering that
many universities nationwide are increasingly hiring limited-term and part-time faculties
to limit expenses, tenured professors are
the remaining few guaranteed a paycheck.
However, a recent article by The Wall Street
Journal titled, “Emergency Aid May Not Stop
Layoffs of Teachers,” on Feb. 3, cast doubt on
the resiliency of this industry.
Careerbuilder.com also considered administrators, independent consultants and
sales executives that supply learning materials as recession proof jobs.
Energy
The second industry on careerbuilder.
com’s recession-proof jobs list is energy.

Healthcare
Health care continues to grow as the baby
boomer generation ages. CareerBuilder,
Time and US News & World Report’s included
healthcare in their lists of “recession-proof
jobs,” because baby boomers are putting
strain on these services as they age.
Obama’s proposal to reform Social Security and Medicare means that part of the
stimulus package will go towards digitizing
medical records to save money. This conversion will create a demand for medical technicians.
Law Enforcement
Yahoo News reported that government
agencies are seeking to hire 11,000 security
guards for U.S. borders with salaries amounting to $35,000 to $80,000, with health care
benefits and a full pension.

CNBC.COM

CareerBuilder noted Challenger’s observation that the oil industry will lose 80 percent of its work force to retirement in the next
decade. Jobs related to oil and gas, alternative and renewable energy, as well as nuclear
energy will have many vacancies for recruits.
Students who major in engineering
or geosciences will benefit from the job
growth. In the article “Is Obama’s Energy
Plan Enough?,” Time magazine concurred by
adding a Houston recruiter’s remark: “Most

energy projects are large multi-year projects,
much like a long train. The hiring you’re seeing now relates to projects started a year ago,
or more, before the decline in oil price.”
Obama’s energy plan had stressed a keyword, which frequently dances around the
lips of business leaders, politicians and scientists: “green.” Both CareerBuilder and Time
magazine anticipate growth in the environmental sector thanks to companies looking
to go “green.”

Financial Services
Within the field of business, some professionals are still highly sought after. Both BusinessWeek and Forbes published a list compiled by Jobfox, a job-matching website that
used statistics from the past year to invent a
list of “recession-proof jobs” that was different from the Challenger’s list.
According to this list, accounting and finance executives as well as experts in risk
management are needed to repair the financial industry, which has been inflicted with
more government regulations. During tough
time, businesses need to go the extra mile
and deploy more resources to attract and retain customers.
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Tough love from E & Y partner
BY PRATIK DESAI

BEST TIPS
TO JOB
SEARCHING

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In these troubled economic times, Baruch
College students find themselves looking for
direction and asking , “Where do I go from
here?” Fortunately, we have professionals who
take time out of their busy schedules to come
to campus and offer advice from their own
knowledge and experiences. Michael DeStefano,
a financial services office partner at Ernst &
Young, accompanied several recruiters to a table
talk session to discuss opportunities for Baruch
students majoring in accounting, also revealing
how the financial turmoil has affected Ernst &
Young’s core business.
The event was hosted by Beta Alpha Psi and
co-sponsored by the National Association of
Black Accountants, the Association of Latino
Professionals in Finance and Accounting, the
Baruch College Accounting Society and Ascend.
Dawn Thompson, the New York recruiter for
Ernst & Young, reminded students to attend the
career fair on Friday, Feb. 6 and to network with
different company representatives. The career
fair is an excellent way for Baruch students to
meet firms, give out resumes, make personal
pitches and increase the likelihood of finding a
job.
Some of the key things recruiters are looking
for, according to Thompson, include “GPA,
volunteer work and organizations.” Though Ernst
& Young have filled their full-time positions,
they encourage students to keep looking for
opportunities like the Summer Leadership
program, an excellent way to get experience. This
is a two-day in-house event open to accounting
majors entering the fall semester of their junior
year.
DeStefano has been with the firm for 21 years,
in groups that focus on asset management and
the hedge fund practices of large investment
and commercial banks. Known for his
honesty, Destefano said students “have to take

BY SUSANA GOMEZ
CDC CORRESPONDENT

EDWARD DRAKHLIS I THE TICKER

Michael DeStefano, a financial services office partner at Ernst & Young talks to students about the essential skills
they should develop.
responsibility for their career. [Once] there were
days where the market would have moved you
along. Those days are over. Employers know that
students are smart and can learn,” said Destefano.
“You need to be honest with what you’re good at
and what you’re not good at.” Being interactive
and able to communicate are important skills
that students have to strengthen. All careers
require students to be articulate speakers,
making these skills especially important.
When asked if the increasingly difficult
economic conditions have changed Ernst &
Young’s strategy, Destefano said that, because
there are fewer large organizations, the focus

has shifted to smaller scale boutique investment
firms. “Any organization will have to think where
the growth comes from, reinvent themselves
and go after new, mid-sized and smaller clients.”
One example of Destefano’s insight is the recent
push by car companies to promote hybrid and
more fuel-efficient cars.
Even though Ernst & Young is still
functioning, the firm is pushing harder to grow
by cutting costs. At the end of the day, standards
don’t change, but methodology does change as
it adapts to a new climate. The core principles
of the business world remain the same, but the
ways to apply them must evolve.

Chart of the week: A shifting financial landscape

Interviews, writing resumes and finding that perfect job are all tasks college
students may find difficult. In
fact, finding a job after college
is one of the most stressful issues on students’ minds. Right
now, the recession is making
the work force look more like
a battlefield.
What you may not know is
that there are ways to control
the twists and turns of your
job search. Career consultants
say that job searching is an internal process. Your thoughts
influence how you behave.
When you allow them to control you, you lose the ability
to express your confidence,
strengths, values, energy and
skills to employers. The resulting stress causes you more
frustration than the search
itself.
Students have to learn how
to handle their stressful emotions and project enthusiasm,
self-assurance and poise. They
will not only be better prepared to deal with the stress of
job hunting, but they will also
be better prepared to handle
the work their job search will
eventually throw at them.
Tips To Survive Your Job
Search
• Consider how long a job
search takes. Many students
have an unrealistic time frame
for finding a job. When you
don’t have a realistic expectation for how long it can take, it
is easy to feel stressed out.
• Maintain a routine. Wake
up and leave your house at the
same times every day. Go to
the library to do research on
a target company or go to a
scheduled event.
• Develop a job search action plan. Map out where you
want to go and how you are
going to get there. In fact, start
thinking of your job search as
a job.
• Create a high quality resumé, network with friends
and colleagues who can connect you to the right people
or opportunities and follow
up with potential employers
you have met at career fairs.
The Starr Career Development
Center (SCDC) can help you
with all of these tasks.
• Find a friend who is also
seeking employment. This can
provide great benefits to both
people. Sharing similar concerns with a friend can boost
your morale.
• Take time to refresh your
mind, body and soul. Remind
yourself to take time off on the
weekends.
The SCDC has many resources available for seniors
looking for a full time job.
Check the upcoming OnCampus Recruiting (OCR)
workshop on February 11,
from 1 to 3 p.m. in VC 2-190.
You will learn about how to
prepare for the OCR process
this semester. Even though
it is a stressful time to search
for a job, there are a number
of opportunities available for
you. Be sure to take advantage
of them!
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It’s a confidence game
BY NABILA OWENS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Consumers’ willingness to
spend money, as compared to their
total ability to spend, is a true display of how confident people are
about the financial system. How
much consumers indulge or cut
back affects the economy. Lately,
many people have been cutting
back on spending. This prevents
the circulation of money, which in
turn aggravates the economy even
more. It all has to do with the level
of consumer confidence. It’s not
that consumers don’t have money
to spend, it is a growing fear of the
current financial struggle that is becoming more and more problematic. Consumers are being more
cautious when spending money,
opting to save by spending money
primarily on what they consider to
be priorities or needs, as opposed
to wants. This pattern is reflected in
the ABC News Consumer Comfort
Index which currently stands at -53
on its scale of +100 to -100, which is
two points from last week’s recordtying low.
Many goods consumers purchased prior to the recession are
now considered to be superfluous
and have been cut off of the “buying list.” This type of system seems
to be a buyer’s market economy,
where companies market their
products to accommodate consumers’ needs with more convenient prices. However, because of
the current economic crisis, small
businesses trying to stay in business
are forced to adapt and cut back on
the production of goods and services. These actions are transforming
the economy into a sellers market,
where products are still in demand
but not as readily available as they
used to be.
The ability to predict major
changes in consumer confidence
allows businesses to estimate the
consumers’ willingness to request
services and make purchases. Businesses can then adjust their operations and predict whether or not
consumers will gradually reduce
their spending through the use of
the consumer confidence index.
This index is used to measure the
relationship between consumers’
feelings and the economy. Subsequently, companies begin to find
new lucrative ways to stay in business by downsizing and reducing
their production quantities accordingly. The first type of business able
to predict the current recession was
the service industry. During lean
times, consumers’ first reactions
are to cut back on services they assume they can live without, such as
the beauty service industry and the
travel and leisure related services.

Businesses are also cutting down
their inventories and postponing
investments in new projects.
Other industries have adopted
other methods to stay in business,
by cutting back on costs and getting rid of the middleman. Automakers have made investments
that provide additional technical services directly to customers,
eliminating the need of mechanics
and auto-shops. These investments
have passed the struggle on to the
auto-shop industry.

“Many financial
analysts have
announced
that the 2008
recession will be
the longest, if
not the deepest,
since the Great
Depression. “
This decrease in production has
resulted in a fourth-quarter GDP
decrease of 3.8 percent since 1982
when GDP was at its worst. The
Conference Board survey, which is
based on a representative sample
of 5,000 United States households,
ended 2008 with an all-time low
reading of 38.0. The reading was
recorded at 87.9 in the beginning
of the year. The 2009 reading has
remained near the 2008 record low.
Bloomberg’s economists expect to
see a trivial one-point gain raising
the reading to 39.0 in January.
These past few months were
also brutal for retailers who have
been slashing prices and giving out
various promotions to decrease inventories. Although consumer confidence is creeping back up from
recorded lows, its revitalization is
necessary for the economy’s recovery. According to Reuters.com,
consumer confidence plummeted
to historic lows in January and
home prices fell at a record pace in
November. These recent facts highlight a rapidly deteriorating economy. Many financial analysts have
announced that the 2008 recession
will be the longest, if not the deepest, since the Great Depression of
1929. Consumers remain pessimistic about the state of the economy
and are reluctant to buy goods.
Until there are considerable im-

ABCNEWS.COM

Only six percent think the economy is getting better, four points from the record low reached
twice last year.

US BEREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

GDP declined by .3 percent and 3.8 percent in the last two quarters of 2008.
provements in the expectations of
the cosumer confidence index, we
cannot say the worst is over.
One may ask: How does the
lack of consumer confidence affect college students? Simply put,
lack of consumer confidence affects banks, which give out student
loans. Lack of consumer confi-

dence causes banks to cut back on
loans, disabling many college students. Some cannot continue their
education or attend the college of
their choice without a loan. Since
college students are most likely to
participate in the job market, they
indirectly help the economy - one
reason why the state promotes

higher education.
Ultimately, consumer confidence determines consumers’
spending activity, serving as a key
indicator for the general shape of
the economy. In essence, if the
consumers are not making more
purchases, it will take more time for
the economy to expand.
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Make the best of study abroad
BY JONATHAN GONG AND JENNIFER
CHANG
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT AND CONTRIBUTING
WRITER

When students think of studying
abroad, many seem to dismiss the
details required to have a smooth
transition abroad. Study abroad is
available to almost every Baruch
student, but not everyone who goes
abroad has a successful experience.
The key to success when studying
abroad is planning early.
Students can visit the study
abroad office to see exactly what
options are available. Upon deciding what program you would like
to pursue, get organized and take
note of important dates. One of the
biggest mistake students make is
missing deadlines, which results in
their missing their chance to study
abroad for that semester.
Organizing your course schedule for the semester can be a hectic process. Identifying necessary
courses ahead of time can save
energy and headaches. This provides ample time to make changes
in case the study abroad office does
not approve the schedule.
Students are also encouraged to
create a back-up plan. Credits are
not always transferable, so it is best
to have more than one option.
“Going to the website of the university [you wish to study in] contains more detailed information
for what a student needs in order
to attend classes there,” said Sharon Chien, a junior who recently
returned from her studies in Seoul,
Korea.
Students are advised to research the city they want to study.
Most study abroad packages in-

clude tours that help students get
to know the country. But many
students find the tourist experience more enjoyable
when they are not surrounded by other
international
students.
“To truly
experience
the new environment,
you have to
explore it independently with a
few friends,”
stated another
junior, Stephanie Cheng, who
stayed in Tokyo,
Japan for a semester.
When visiting
a country where
the language is unfamiliar,
students
may find that taking
language courses or
courses associated with
the region before going
are beneficial. Having
a taste before the main
meal serves to whet your
appetite and make the whole
experience more rewarding. This helps create
a foundation in which
students learn to appreciate and become more aware of
a new culture.
It is generally better to overplan
than to find yourself unprepared.
Delays and complications are very
common when coordinating such
a large trip. Cheng said the experience is worthwhile if students
are dedicated enough to studying

that may arise for
food, shopping,
books
and
emergencies.
T h e
trip may
prove
to be
costly
without additional
financial
aid because

only
some
s t u d y
abroad programs are allinclusive. There
are various
types
of
scholars h i p s ,
grants and
programs that
the study abroad office recommends. However, it is up to students
to apply for and receive
ILLUSTRATION BY KORCAN YURDACAN

abroad.
Students should also be aware
of their financial situation. The
standard of living in other countries
can differ in many ways. Students
should take into account expenses

aid.
Programs also recommend that
students arrive a few days before
classes start to get accustomed to
their new surroundings. Arriving
early gives students ample time to
overcome jet lag and to settle in.
These steps will alleviate some of

the pressures and stresses students
encounter when classes start.
“In general, the student should
be responsible, open minded, motivated, independent, self-sufficient and confident,” said Cheng.
“They should have time management skills and most importantly,
they should not be the type to procrastinate.”
One common problem students
face when studying abroad is being homesick. For most people, the
first few weeks are the hardest. It
can help to have a phone card or
online program like Skype to talk to
friends and family members.
Another way to combat loneliness is to branch out to new people
around the community.
Making friends with local students who attend the university
can be really helpful to students
exploring a new country. With the
company of a friend, exploring the
city can be much easier and more
enjoyable.
To ensure safety, always keep a
copy of your ID handy, a passport
and other important traveling documents in a safe, accessible place.
Always be alert and watch out for
any suspicious activity. Use common sense; don’t flaunt money in
public places.
Study abroad will be more enjoyable if you take the time to prepare. While it is impossible to plan
for every situation, having a general
idea about what to expect will only
make things easier.
Most importantly, remember to
try new things and keep an open
mind.

Middle eastern students join hands
BY JENNIFER CHAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Tension between Palestinians and Israelis
is no news. But when a six-month truce
between Israel and Gaza ended in December
2008, there was an immense outburst of
violence in the Gaza Strip.
Since then, the news has been filled with
reports of cross-border fighting, including
rocket attacks and bombings by both groups.
The surge of violence began when Hamas
leader Khaled Meshaal decided not to renew
the truce with Israel and declared the end of
an Egyptian-brokered cease-fire, according
to Reuters.
There have been numerous efforts to
arrive at a resolution, but most have been
rejected or violated. In fact, Israel declared
a unilateral cease-fire on Jan. 18, according
to Washington Post, but only a week later
attacks resumed.
While peace talks continue, Israeli and
Palestinian students at Baruch College
remain troubled by the events unfolding in
their homeland. However, it seems they have
figured out a way to co-exist in peace.
According to Matthew Vogel, associate
director of Hillel, students have formed a
mutual respect and understanding over the
past two years.
Hillel, one of Baruch’s largest Jewish
organizations, and the Muslim Student
Association have showed solidarity by
coming together for events like the 9/11
Memorial service held each year in the
Newman Vertical Campus’ Multipurpose
Room. The service has drawn many students
each year, allowing them to reflect on the
events of that tragic day.
“The more we can do together, the more

positive of a statement it is,” said Vogel.
But things have not always been so
peaceful between the two groups. In 2005,
The Ticker published an article written from
the point of view of a Palestinian student who
had witnessed and described the conditions
of the Israeli occupied West Bank. In the
following weeks, both Palestinian and Israeli
students wrote letters in the Opinions section,
many of which were negative.
Their decision to engage in more positive
interactions with each other seems to have
influenced other groups.
There has been communication between
Hillel and other clubs besides the MSA, like
Women In Islam, to cooperate with one
another within the Baruch community in
order to help all those in need. Activities
coordinated by the MSA to help the situation
overseas included a bake sale to help support
the civilians in Gaza who have lost their
homes and family.
Rashid Haque, a Baruch student and
member of the MSA, commented that despite
their fundraising efforts, the money would be
of little use.
“The money will not bring back the family
members. They are there to stay, they need to
find a way to co-exist,” said Haque.
Both clubs share an ideology that
humanitarianism and world peace are worth
advocating for, according to Vogel. Hillel and
the MSA plan to hold discussions regarding
Abraham and each side’s perspective as well
as a peace vigil for the crisis.
Despite their cultural differences, both
clubs show that peaceful discussion and
cooperation can exist while serving as a
model for the world.
WASHINGTONTIMES.COM

An aerial view of Gaza during the fighting that took place last month.
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Hey there my superwoman!
We have an extremely tough
semester ahead of us, but we
have each other and we are
going to make it! Stay strong
and know I will always love
you!
-Lawrence Wang

Kirilli Fuchs,
Would you be my love my love.
Could you be mine.Would
you be my love my love, Could
you be mine, Could you be my
love my love, Would you be my
American Boy. American Boy
-Olena Ierega

” Day
Happy “V
-Ed

To Ed, Luis, Oscar and Dima
Long live Austrian Economics!
You’re a buffet
-Emmanuel

friends
for all my

To Natalia
?”
You’re awesome - “Lunch
-Emmanuel

Don’t forget to
smile!
-Joseph Fan

To all my friend
s in my freshm
block PR1B,
an
Thank you for
making my firs
t
semester in co
lle
culd have ever ge the best one i
wanted. I love
you
guys.
-Ashley Rudder

To Vriti,
Happy Valentine’s Day to the
cutest of Ticker girls.
I will kindnap you next week to
Turkey as I promised.
Love,
Korcan

To the Z’s, Jus, Taj, Ana,
Adna, and
Dipa, Valentine’s Day is
haraam! But
simply, I love you.
- Abraheme

To all the ladies,
I swear I’m not gay.
-Wayne

i,
To EmiEmiEm rcenta. Let me know if
pe
mine!
I love you 100
ady ready to be
you’re ready re
Stalk ya,
Flo-oh-oh

Happy Vale
n
Ticker girls tines’s Day to all Th
e
.
because sh Especially Mariane
,
e flagged m
forced me
e down an
to
d
- Ben Gutt buy one of these.
ttmann

I hope I make you happy every day,
the way you make me happy.
Happy Valentine’s Day,
- Love, Anthony

To all members of the Turkish
Student
Association:
Melis,
Aysegul, Yasemin, Gulsah, Dilek,
Dogan, Tansu and Aykan, Happy
Valentine’s Day. Iyi aksamlar,
kovalasin tavsanlar.
Öptüm hepinizi!
-Korcan Yurdacan

To Ana Karen,
Among all the
gifts
blessed me with that God has
,
has been the be giving you to me
st of all. I can’
t wait
to marry you.
Love Always,
-Emmanuel

n community,
Hey my lovely Colombia
s.
ton
all
you
ve
Lo
Feliz dia.
- John Moreno

Dear Ticke
r
Even thou writers, editors and
gh
st
want to th I hate this holiday aff,
.I
ank you all
work and
for your h
ard
de
Now go ou dication last semest
t and get so
er.
- Your love
me lovin’.
, Kellie

To all my friends,
Thanks for being so great. You’re
all awesome and wonderful
people to call friends (you know
who you are).
Love,
Jessica Aksoy

To all the members and friends of
the Italian Society,
Have a lovely Valentine’s Day.
Special shout-out to the Favara
bros., Joe, Hector, Selvin, Alyssa,
Crystal, Alysia, Angela, Rosie,
Kellie, Mariane. Un bacio, un
abbracio. Grazie.
-Sal
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s
Dear Shiv, keep the butterflie
e
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e
h
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Yo
pillow.
under my
Love
Sabrina L.

To Kellie,
I want to m
a
to my hea rry you. You belong
rt
one day, y and kitchen. I hope
ou
and we wil will cook for me
l
Happy Vale make four babies.
n
-Your love tine’s Day!
r,
Korcan

ine Nieves,
Dear Anto around and think
ou
y
I’ve seen
t.
o
h
e
you’r
78
31) 960-71
Call me (6 irer
m
-Secret Ad
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Roger,
is the soul’s
True love of its counterpoint
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recognitio m glad you’re mine
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To Ilda,
You’re am
a
-Dinner? zing

Michelle,
Flo, Kiara,
Hey 1/3’s, dolfo!
A
Chris and ys so much!
gu
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o
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I love
nda
a
ir
M
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y baby
L
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Happy
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-Carl
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To Jein, pecial”
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-Em
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.
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t
ever h
Love
appen ’re
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Kellie,
a year has passed or maybe less
i’d love to see you in a dress
and hopefully one day without
so let’s rekindle this old mess

Elyssa and your latin twins,
I hope I’m not alone in these feelings but ever since I
saw you bite into that optimal chicken roll, I knew that
someday I would be that chicken roll. Every day I sit at
my desk hoping I can reimburse a dinner for two, but of
course nothing outside of our budget.
Your future love roll,
- Dmitry “The Businessator” Koochie Koochie Kucher

To the Business Manager who has stolen my latin passion.
I never knew my loins would burn from the sound of
DMITRY KUCHER! I dream of screaming your name from
the mountain tops DMITRY KUCHER! From the valleys
DMITRY KUCHER! From the pages of the ticker DMITRY
KUUUCHER! Why do you TEASE me so?! Whenever we
talk I know you leave abruptly not because you want to
leave me, but because you want me to watch you walk
away. I will end this note with what I’ve scribbled in my
diary every night
– Elyssa Jerrisa Melandez Fernandez Gonzalez Kucher.

I know this rhyme scheme isn’t great
but there’s no need to prolongate
I’ll read up on some poetry books
while thinking a-bout your good looks
relinquish me of this damn hunger
we’re both not getting any younger
so let’s forget your laughing friends
for they don’t know it’s not pretend
- Boris

Thanks to all of you whose messages
appear here, we were able to raise
for Relay For Life!
Relay For Life is hosted by the American Cancer Society. It celebrates those who survived cancer and remembers
those who passed away. If you are interested in donating or joining Relay For Life, please visit http://events.cancer.org/rflcunymanhattanny.

$140
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Arts
Marlene Dumas provokes masses at MoMA
BY ANYA KHALAMAYZER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Marlene Dumas, the controversial South
African-born painter based in Amsterdam,
describes herself as “an artist who uses secondhand images and firsthand experiences”.
She has been creating electrically intense
and beautiful works since the 1970’s, but only
recently made her solo U.S debut at the Museum of Modern Art with the aptly titled exhibit “Measuring Your Own Grave”.
The exhibit began in December 2008,
and will continue until Feb 17, spanning two
floors filled with seventy paintings. MoMA
organized her artwork by what it identified as
recurring themes of race, sexuality, and social identity. Dumas sometimes emphasizes
shocking subject matter over form and color,
but the worth of her paintings is not found in
these broad topics, rather in the subtle ways
they impact individual viewers.
The first work on display is “Faces”, a collage of cut-up photos of couples pasted on
opposite sides of the frame. The faces of the
lovers are left looking at an absent counterpart, posing alone for the camera and peered
at by hundreds of passing strangers. This
work, while not monumental, represents
Dumas’s theme of the absurdity of relationships. It urges disquieting thoughts of what
happens to us when our comforting bonds
are torn from us.
Marlene Dumas often paints from these
photographs, some of which are taken with
consent, some from news stories, while others are portraits of dead bodies. These “secondhand images” allow Dumas to interact
directly with the model, and this personal
relationship transfers over to the canvas. Often this intimacy pushes the viewer’s comfort
level, making them question how close we
can to get to others.
This intimacy provides the shock value
of some of Dumas’ most talked-about paintings, such as “Binding Factor”, a close-up
sketch of a woman’s genitals while birthing

a baby. Others are violently erotic, like “Give
the People What They Want”, an oil painting
of a little girl exposing herself from behind a
towel. Her pose seems aggressive and inviting and her nudity forces the viewer to associate her with sexuality.
While these series of paintings might
make some people uncomfortable simply
by looking at them, Dumas’ more understated paintings are both more expressive and
impressive. MoMA arranged entire rooms
where portraits of faces are stacked on top of
one another in rows.
One series, “Models”, is especially beautiful, with the subject’s faces painted in washed
out watercolors of ashy gray, blue and soft
purple with Dumas’s signature dirty brushes.
Each portrait is an amalgamation of features taken from various races, and each expression is a different mix of emotions, ranging from distorted anger to mild curiosity. The
alien faces are diverse, but all stare benignly
back at the viewer, who might see something
of him or herself in each one.
Racial differences versus human similarities are explored in the two portraits of
“Magdalena”, one woman pitch-black and
the other stark white. Their tall and imposing monolithic forms are foils to each other
against wood brown backgrounds. Despite
giving nothing away, unlike Dumas’s pornographic nudes, they manage to remain sensual.
The emphasis is on the racial disparity between the doubles, yet their only real differences are their hair length and skin color. In
a previous interview, Dumas expressed her
belief that there is a difference between black
and white as races and black and white as
colors. In the case of the Magdalena portraits,
the stress does not come from racial tension,
but from the stern beauty of the figures.
The Magdalena portraits are two of the
few characters in the exhibit who seem to
know that they are being watched. Dumas’
style creates literal snapshots of people in
situations that glue the viewer to the canvas

VENTURACOUNTYSTAR.COM

Marlene Dumas’“The Kiss,” is one of the pieces displayed in her exhibit “Making Your Own Grave” at MoMA.
with fear, desire or both. The two key pieces
in the exhibit, the titular “Measuring Your
Own Grave” and the iconic “The Kiss” vibrate with an emotional charge. The first oil
painting is minimalistic, split horizontally in
half between a smoldering black and purple
heaven above an empty white abyss. A figure
lies face-down, arms outstretched in a cross
as if grasping to stay above ground. Its sticklike black legs dangle into nothingness and
the figure’s paleness suggest that this soul
has irrevocably crossed over.
“The Kiss”, inspired by the iconic shower
scene in Alfred Hitchcock’s “Psycho” and
evocative of Gustav Klimt’s paintings, is of a
looming female face touching her lips to an
unseen object. The ambiguity of tone and

content makes this piece particularly intriguing. She might be kissing a lover’s chest or
the bathtub; her brow is wrinkled with what
could be pain, pleasure, or release. She might
be blushing with warmth or draining into
pale deathly purple.
Whatever is happening to the woman, the
natural response of the viewer is both desire
and curiosity to get closer to her, then to withdraw with repulsion at what is discovered.
“Measuring Your Own Grave” packs an
emotional punch in every painting, sometimes thrown almost too violently. When
Marlene Dumas aims and executes her work
tastefully, she leaves the viewer shaken, if not
disturbed.

Give props to Hitchcock’s “The 39 Steps”
BY TIFFANY LYNCH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Alfred Hitchcock’s “The 39
Steps” is delightfully humorous,
and equally entertaining in an
evening of Hitchcock’s haunting
classic films. This classic tale of
espionage,
assassination
and
accusation comes to life with the
pizzazz of a Charleston kick.
The screenplay was originally
conceptualized and written in 1995
by Simon Corbel and Nobby Dimon,
with inspiration from John Buchan’s
book and Hitchcock’s film of the
same title. Adapted for Broadway
by Patrick Barlow and directed by
Maria Aitken, “The 39 Steps” has
been awarded two Tony Awards
and a Drama Desk Award. Barlow
also received an Olivier Award and
the What’s Onstage Award for Best
New Comedy for his work on this
production. The adaptation to the
American stage focuses primarily
on the virtuosity of Hitchcock’s
horror cinematography, heavily
tied in with British humor and the
fast pace of New York City.
Richard Hannay, played by the
handsome and charismatic Sean
Mahon from Broadway’s “The
Seafarer,” is a Canadian bachelor
in the heart of 1930s London.
He opens the humble stage with
earnest monotony as he reads the
local paper. After becoming sick
of reading about elections and
rumors of war, Hannay ventures to
the theater. There the audience is
introduced to Annabella Schmidt,
as portrayed by Francesca Faridany,

best known for her performance on
Broadway in “The Homecoming.”
Gun-fire suddenly breaks out
in a frenzy. Hannay and Schmidt
escape the insurrection and take
shelter in Hannay’s London flat.
Schmidt explains her secret agent
status and her quest for the covert
conspiracy organization, “The 39
Steps.”
From behind the torn curtain,
spies watch from the street. The lady
vanishes in the middle of the night;
Schmidt is murdered. All suspicion
is pointed towards Hannay.
Hannay escapes London in
the direction of Scotland to finish
the covert effort of Schmidt and
meets two strangers on a train. The
excitement in the theater begins to
grow as Jeffery Kuhn playing man
1 and Arnie Burton playing man 2
portray 10 different characters with
the swift swap of a hat or coat.
News from London promises
to sabotage Hannay’s getaway.
Policemen search each cabin on
the train trying to catch a thief.
Hannay escapes onto the roof of
the speeding train. His adventure
grows
continuously
more
surprising and humorous as the
witty script incorporates almost
every Hitchcock title and theme
into its plot.
A mere four actors perform
every role in this production.
Astoundingly, they make the most of
a subtle and modest stage. The use
of props and body motion makes
this production vividly convincing.
You can almost see the train sway
and feel the wind blow through the

39STEPSONBROADWAY.COM

“The 39 Steps” brings slap-stick humor and the mystery of Hitchcock to the Broadway stage.
rear window. Trunks and chairs
morph from basic stage props to
elements of Alfred Hitchcock’s own
imagination. The picture perfect
character
transformations
by
Kuhn and Burton introduces the
audience to at least 50 characters
throughout the performance by
a simple costume and accessory
change. Only at “The 39 Steps” can

you witness the infamous North by
Northwest crop dusting scene and
a cameo by Hitchcock himself.
The 39 Steps was sharp and
amusing, but it also came incredibly
close to exaggerating its slap-stick
humor. I left the theater spellbound
and raving about the remarkable
velocity the show consistently
held. For those theater goers who

particularly enjoyed the recently
departed musical “Spamalot,”
revisit your Monty Python roots
and venture to the Helen Hayes
Theatre. “The 39 Steps” has smartly
integrated hilarity, stage magic,
and Hitchcock mystery into this
standout production.
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‘X’ marks the destination
for new electronica music

Upcoming Releases
COMPILED BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS EDITOR

BY SOPHIA HEPHEASTOU

CDs:

COPY EDITOR

Tuesday, Feb. 10
While the world of fetish fantasy
and role play may seem to exist behind closed doors, the notorious
gadgets used by many to create
pleasure are starting to surface all
over the music world. With bands
like Vicarious Bliss, Pin Me Down
and Chicks on Speed, the electronica music gods, obviously obsessed
with lust, have blessed fans with
one more gem, The Whip.
The quartet, which formed in
2006 in Manchester, is scheduled to
release their first full-length album
titled “X Marks Destination” in the
United States on March 3. Already
having made a name for themselves
in the United Kingdom, The Whip’s
loopy and tingly songs have traveled through the airwaves to music
festivals that include the CMJ Music Marathon & Film Festival and
the South by Southwest festival.
The band’s members, Bruce Carter (vocals/ guitar), Danny Saville
(machines/ synthesizers), Nathan
Sudders (bass) and Fiona Daniels
(drums), all use different layered
sounds to create a seamless album
that mirrors the glory of New Order,
with some new tweaks here and
there. Using a variety of sounds, the
band creates a new genre that encompasses indie, electronica, pop
and dance, giving birth to a new
vision that intricately and surprisingly moves people.
Each track on the album evokes
a different experience, making it a
hypnotic trip filled with unexpected twists and turns. The first track,
Trash, starts with an upbeat bass,
80s synthesizers and drums, building an alluringly raunchy tension
that explodes towards the middle
of the song. Frustration, the second
track, quickly reminds listeners of
the timeless loveable tunes that pop

•Lily Allen - It’s Not Me, It’s You
•Dan Auerbach - Keep It Hid
•Busta Rhymes - B.O.M.B
•Missy Elliott - Block Party
•India.Arie - Testimony: Volume 2,
Love & Politics
•Ben Lee -The Rebirth of Venus
•Warren G - The G-Files
•Red - Innocence & Instinct
•Miranda Lee Richards - Light of X
•The Vox Jaguars - The Vox Jaguars
(E.P)

WIKEPEDIA.COM

DVDs:
Tuesday, Feb. 10
•Back To The Future: 2-Disc Special
Edition
•Blindness
•Chocolate
•Frozen River
•The Lodger
•Miracle At St. Ana’s
•Nights In Rodanthe
•W.

BMI.COM

up each time Molly
lly
Ringwald’s dorky chararacter kisses her unatnattainable beau in classic
assic
80s films like “Pretty in Pink” and
“Sixteen Candles.” Fire pushes listeners back to reality, validating the
band’s danceable persona through
scale-like techno sounds and prickly electronic modulations.
Softer tracks like Save My Soul,
and Sirens prepare listeners for the
explosion that erupts when the first
Divebomb beep is heard. As the
track unfolds, the sounds are layered, creating an electronic mashup complete with jittery scales,
small thumps, chromatic riffs and
droid-like gun blasts also featured
in “Star Wars.” The album continues to impress listeners with a “Dr.
Mario”-inspired Sister Siam and
the use of uplifting beat progression in Dubsex. The album also includes four remixed versions of the
band’s tracks that surpass the origi-

nals,
nal showcasing
The Whip’s more
playful side and
an proving that
they are actually able
abl and willing
to dissect and re-spin their own
sound.
The Whip’s catchy lyrics, accompanied with their unique amalgamated sound, make this quartet one
that will definitely turn heads in
2009. As Carter said in an interview
with BMI.com, “X Marks Destination’ is about anything. It’s about
living in an increasingly hostile
world, craving precisely the escape
that good dance music offers. It’s
a celebration of freedom. Forgetting about [stuff ], going out, having
a good time. A lot of the lyrics are
about struggling towards that freedom.” There’s no doubt about it, “X
Marks Destination” will have music
fans revved up and ready to whip
out some new cathartic moves on
the dance floor.

IMAGES.GOOGLE.COM

WANT TO READ MORE
ARTS?
VISIT THETICKER.ORG
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Science

Beam me up, Scotty

Screen
for salt

BY ALEX KUSHNEROV
BY REBECCA FORBES

STAFF WRITER

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A team of scientists at the Joint Quantum Institute assembled by the Laboratory for Physical
Sciences, the University of Maryland and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology,
has made the next step in the frontier of teleportation.
Teleportation is a term coined by science fiction writers to denote an individual or object’s
ability to disintegrate and re-appear in a different location. The basic idea behind teleporting
allows an individual to be scanned and then
replicated in a different location, almost like a
three-dimensional fax machine. When teleporting, the original object or individual would have
to be destroyed in the process, but if the scan
was done perfectly, the object or person would
appear as a perfect copy of the original in the
new location.
Eugene S. Polzik of the Niels Bohr Institute
in Copenhagen, Denmark conducted an experiment in 2006 that enabled him to teleport traits
of a laser pulse into a cloud of atoms. What he
created was a bridge, or as physicists call it, an
“entanglement.” Through the experiment, Polzik
was able to see that the quantum state of the laser immediately affected the atoms without the
two elements actually having a physical connection.
Scientists at the Joint Quantum Institute have
taken another step forward from exchanging information between photons, or light particles, by
increasing the distance between charged ions.
This experiment is the very first in which information between two particles has traveled over a
gap of more than three feet. This might seem like
a small distance, but when taking into consideration the complexity of the process involved, the
achievement begins to take perspective.
The team at JQI placed two charged particles
into two separate vacuums and fired a laser
pulse that triggered the entanglement of the two
particles. One atom adopted the properties of
the other even though the particles were in different chambers three feet apart.
The new experiment was an improvement on
Polzik’s method because unlike the team at JQI,
Polzik never succeeded in maintaining the entanglement for more than a foot. The new exper-

STARTREK.COM

Transorters like this found in “Star Trek” could soon be a reality.
iment used different particles to help scientists
understand which particle or ion would be best
for holding long distance connections.
Although human teleportation may be possible and sounds exciting, don’t expect scientists
to develop the intricacies of the process anytime
soon. The current technology used to explore
these experiments is nowhere near the level of
advancement needed to scan and recreate each
atom of an individual. New research is underway
to explore how the entanglement effect could be
used to break through Moore’s Law, which dictates that the number of transistors placed on a
computer chip would double every two years,
ushering an era of quantum computing. These
new scientific discoveries could pave the way
for even smaller, more efficient and cheaper

computers. At that moment in time, computer
engineers may get rid of the computer chip and
start creating a new platform known as quantum
computing.
Currently, quantum computing technology
is being used only to encrypt data, but it holds
enormous potential for both a massive-storage capacity and instant communication. This
would end the use of WIFI and broadband Internet. Quantum Internet would also allow users
to access online resources from anyplace on the
planet.
Teleportation brings scientific research to a
whole new level. Not only does it bring about innovation, but it also fortifies new possibilities in
science that were once only viable in the realm
of fantasy.

New Blackboard 8.0
BY STEVE GUTTBINDER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Many students may have noticed something different when
logging into Blackboard this semester. Not only has Blackboard
been given a whole new look, it’s
actually a brand new system with
many new features.
Over the 2009 winter break,
CUNY introduced a university
wide update to its document
management system. Blackboard
was upgraded from version 6.0 to
Blackboard 8.0, the most updated
version offered on the current software platform.
Most of the new features came
as a result of user feedback from
previous Blackboard versions. Kevin Wolff, Baruch’s Blackboard administrator, believes that the new
version is a great investment for
CUNY. “The upgrade is definitely
good for the long run. Blackboard
8.0 aims to fix many of the problems
that we had with the older version
in addition to adding many new
features that students and instructors can use to aid their educational
experience.”
Some of the most significant
upgrades can be seen in Blackboard 8.0’s grade recording system.
“Grade Center” has been completely redesigned and now allows
instructors to perform a multitude

of new tasks such as report printing,
grouping users together in different
sections based on grades and the
creation of a customized grading
schema that fits into the guidelines
of the class. The new system also allows professors to drop the lowest
grade or curve test scores.
“SafeAssign” is a new feature
that is integrated into Blackboard
8.0 that monitors plagiarism. If any
sort of plagiarism or paraphrasing
is found in a submitted document,
the instructor will be notified.
The tools compare submitted
articles to online sources such as
ProQuest, ABI/Inform, institutional document archives and the
Global Reference Database. This
comes as an integrated software
alternative to the popular Turnitin.
com, which is used by a majority of
faculty members.
“Blackboard Scholar” allows
both students and instructors to
bookmark valuable educational information on the Internet and easily share these findings with groups
on Blackboard.
Other welcomed improvements
include increased compatibility with major Internet browsers
like Mozilla’s Firefox and Apple’s
Safari,the ability for instructors to
comment on submitted papers directly through Blackboard and the
ability to hide class averages when
students view their grades. The dis-

BLACKBOARD.COM

cussion board also has an extended
search feature and a new “early
warning system” that alerts instructor’s attention to students who are
in need of extra help.
According to Arthur Downing,
Baruch’s chief information officer,
Blackboard usage throughout the
years has increased due to student
demand. “Most of the instructors
actually learn about new features
from their students. We originally
thought that it would be the other
way around.” Students are encouraged to take a look at all of the new
Blackboard features and let their
professors know about anything
that might make their learning experience more interactive.
Blackboard has been up and running at Baruch since the beginning
of the spring semester and has seen
only a few minor setbacks. During
the first week of the semester, users

overwhelmed CUNY’s portal, limiting student accessibility in locating
the Blackboard URL. In the second
week of classes, Blackboard underwent maintenance for two days that
lasted for the majority of the early
morning hours. The new version is
running a bit slower than the previous version, but will hopefully be
fixed as CUNY and Blackboard Inc.
continue to monitor the program.
Downing mentioned, “Most of
the major bugs were worked out
when Blackboard 8.0 was testing
with the CUNY Graduate Center. Due to their small size, they
were chosen as the guinea pig for
CUNY’s implementation of Blackboard 8.0, which helped to make
the deployment of the software for
the rest of the university a smooth
experience.
It should only get better as time
goes on. We have Blackboard Inc.’s
full support as this is a learning experience for them as well.”
To access information from previous semesters, users can still log
into Blackboard 6.0 through the
CUNY portal.
Baruch College was the first
CUNY School to adopt Blackboard
software in 1999, using the 5.5 version. Blackboard now runs throughout the entire CUNY system. CUNY
is Blackboard Inc.’s largest single
client amongst the 23 institutions
using the system.

The New York Times recently
reported that a new crusade has
slowly started in New York City:
the fight against salt. According to
the article titled “The War Against
Salt,” Dr. Thomas R. Frieden, the
commissioner of the city’s department of health and mental hygiene,
is working to drastically lower the
amount of sodium people consume through “packaged foods and
mass-produced restaurant meals,
which contribute 80 percent of the
sodium in the average American
diet.”
Frieden presented his plan to
many of the biggest food processing companies last October. Over
the next five years, he wants to pinpoint the foods that contribute the
most sodium to people’s diets and
reduce salt intake by 25 percent.
According to the article, his
plan will focus mainly on “cheese,
breakfast cereals, bread, pasta
products, cake mixes, condiments
and soups.” The article states that
the proposal has the support of “a
half-dozen other health departments around the country,” the
American Medical Association and
other organizations.
Current guidelines say that people should eat no more than 2,300
milligrams of sodium a day, the
amount in one teaspoon of table
salt. People with hypertension, the
elderly, and African-Americans
should consume even less than
that per day. However, according to
an article in the January 2009 issue
of Consumer Reports, the average
American eats between 2,900 and
4,300 milligrams.
The subject of sodium in the
American diet has long been an
issue. In January 2005, the International Food Information Council,
an organization based in Washington, D.C. that provides “scientific information on food safety,
nutrition and health,” published a
review titled “Sodium in Food and
Health.” It noted that sodium is a
mineral the “body cannot manufacture itself, so it must be supplied
by food.” In addition, sodium plays
a crucial role in the body as it maintains the “proper balance of fluids
in the body and the acid-base balance of body fluids.”
Part of the argument surrounding sodium is the issue of hypertension, or high blood pressure, which
is a major risk factor for heart disease and stroke.
Hypertension has no cure, must
be treated for life, partly through
changes in lifestyle and eating habits. According to the IFIC review,
factors that are thought to be linked
to the development of high blood
pressure include: family history,
advancing age, being overweight,
excessive alcohol intake, physical
inactivity and smoking.
According to a 2004 article by
WebMD titled “Salt: Don’t Ban It
Entirely,” everyone responds to sodium differently and furthermore,
as people age, they become more
sensitive to salt. In the end, however, medical experts agree that it
is smart to limit or reduce one’s intake of salt.
The conversations surrounding
sodium are far from over, as agencies and organizations continue to
study this complex issue. According to The Times article, the Federal
Institute of Medicine is expected to
issue a “comprehensive study on
sodium intake” later this year, one
that could affect national dietary
guidelines.
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Don’t stress over V-day gifts
BY ELYSSA MALDONADO
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

With our economy in distress,
many of us are adhering to a tight
budget. While stressing out about
school, work and bills is one thing
it’s an entirely different thing to be
stressed out about Valentine’s Day.
Valentine’s Day is all about the
sentiment behind gifts. For this
reason, you don’t have to go out of
your way to find an inexpensive gift
as long as you make sure that it is
meaningful. With Valentine’s Day
gifts it’s the thought that counts.
Your Valentine will only be thinking about how much thought you
put into it.
Some of the most classic gifts
can be the most romantic. Showing up at your Valentine’s doorstep
with a bouquet of flowers is a beautiful gesture that your loved one
will appreciate. Even though some
may feel that it’s “cheesy,” adding
a sweet poem or personal message
will only enhance the value of the
gift with no extra cost.
Although it’s typical, you can
never go wrong with chocolate.
There are few people who can honestly say that they don’t like some
type or brand of chocolate. If you
are unsure of your Valentine’s favorite, play it safe by purchasing
an assortment of chocolates from
Duane Reade or any other local
drugstore for less than $10. If you
want to go the extra mile, buy a
couple of chocolate covered strawberries; not only are they a great
gift, but an aphrodisiac as well.
For those of us who know how
to work in the kitchen, cooking
a romantic dinner for two not
only showcases your culinary

FOWLERSFLORISTS.BIZ

FLICKR.COM

Whether you pick a classic flower arrangement or chocolate covered strawberries, you will satisfy your date and leave some money left in your pocket.
skills, but also shows your Valentine that you care enough to plan
a menu. Planning a meal based on
your Valentine’s favorite food can
make the experience both memorable and personal.
For a more casual evening, selecting the right romantic movie
can make all the difference. Find
out what your date’s favorite movie
is and dim the lights as the two of
you kick back and share a quiet

eventing. You get to spend time
with your sweetheart without
spending more than a few bucks on
a DVD rental.
To create a more intimate Valentine’s Day gift, Bath and Body
Works offers various oils and lotions in a range of signature scents
that are pre-packed and perfect for
the special day. Change the mood
by offering your Valentine a massage that will help your sweetheart

relax.
For a more creative approach,
get discount tickets to a Knicks
game using PlumBenefits.com. The
website offers several discounts for
people with different budgets. For
around $30 you can get reduced
tickets to see “Pal Joey” on Broadway or see the New York Comic
Con or even the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame, which will make this Valentine’s Day a night to remember.

Sentimental gifts don’t have to
burn a hole in your pocket. Valentine’s Day is meant to show how
much you appreciate your significant other while celebratimg your
love. So whether it’s a night out on
the town, preparing a home cooked
meal or simply cuddling during a
romantic movie, your sweetheart
will surely appreciate your thoughtfulness without breaking the bank.

American Apparel: a fashion powerhouse

FRENCHTRUCKERS.COM
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INSIDESOCAL.COM

Their simplistic style allows creativity to run through the buyer to create their own trends.
BY LILLIAN CHIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In 2003, the largest T-shirt
manufacturer in the United States
opened its first retail store in SoHo.
With its sweatshop-free policy and
cutting-edge advertising, American
Apparel has become an instant hit.
Today, their “Made in Downtown LA” operations continue to
add significance to the company’s
brands awareness. At the time the
company first entered the retail
industry, the band expanded like

a rocket. With such controversial
advertisements the company has
taken some punches while also
generating a lot of buzz.
As we enter a more progressive
era, people are now more open to
American Apparel’s provocative
photography and new ideas. According to Americanapparel.net,
“American Apparel aspires to be the
‘Starbucks’ of the T-shirt world.”
. As seen in many advertisements, sex appeal plays a huge role
in a company’s success. Dov Charney, the founder of American Ap-

parel made an executive decision
to feature real people wearing the
merchandise rather than professionals, as models for the brand.
As American Apparel plastered
racy images with bright colors along
the walls of his stores, the company
became the fashion powerhouse it
is today.
American Apparel is not only
based in the U.S. In an article posted on american apparel.com, “the
worldwide brand expansion he began in 1998 from his Los Angeles
headquarters [they were] promot-

ing a creative conversation with
the international consumer, who
now can buy his simple but vibrant
smoke-thin T-shirts, skinny jeans
and underwear in 231 stores worldwide.”
The brand is concerned with
human rights issues relating to the
creation of “socially responsible”
products through their sweatshopfree image. Rather than exploiting
cheap labor by outsourcing like
other companies, American Apparel uses art, design and technology to advance their business. The

company’s primary target market
is young adults. Each retail store
now carries five lines one for men,
women, kids, babies and accessories. They have up to 20 styles of
clothing ranging from basic T-shirts
to organic t-shirts that cost about
$17 to $20.
American Apparel’s basic designs come in so many different
styles and colors giving consumers the ability to create their own
trends. With so many different
products everyone can find something within their price range.
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Keep the snoring
to a minimum
 Ways to reduce

snoring and get a
good night’s rest
BY WILLIAM BATTAGLIA
OPINIONS EDITOR

Whether you are on your way to
work or school, it’s impossible to
ignore the sounds that some individuals make when they’ve reached
that deep sleep phase on public
transportation. I’m referring to
those who can’t help but snore. As
comical as the sight or sound may
seem, this stems from a common
sleep disorder that is no laughing
matter. Aside from medical reasons, snoring has deprived others
of sleep and has even led to serious
relationship problems. Using earplugs and altered sleeping arrangements can sometimes work but for
the most part are unsuccessful at
stopping the problem.
According to the National Sleep
Foundation, “snoring affects 90
million adults, 37 million of them
on a regular basis. Persons most at
risk are males and those who are
overweight, but snoring is a problem of both genders.” In addition,
snoring usually becomes more serious as we age.
Snoring occurs when the muscles in the back of the roof of your
mouth, tongue and throat relax,
which naturally occurs as people
age. However, if the muscles relax
too much, they narrow and block
your airways. As you breathe, the
walls of the throat begin to vibrate
and knock against the back of your

throat. This causes the sounds you
hear when people snore. Depending on how narrow your airways
are, you may experience greater
vibrations and louder snores. More
importantly, the noise may be a
sign of obstructive sleep apnea.
So what do you have to do to get
better sleep? Here are some helpful
remedies courtesy of webmd.com
to help cope with the noise:
Change your sleep positionSnoring is most common when individuals lay on their back. Simply
turning onto your side may eliminate snores.
Lose 10 percent of your body
weight to help stop snoring-Snoring has been linked to being both
overweight and out of shape. Losing some pounds can help you
sleep better.
Avoid alcohol and sedatives- To
stop snoring try avoiding the consumption of alcohol at least four
hours before going to bed.
Inhale steam before bed- Taking
in deep breaths of steam through
your nose before bed may help alleviate and loosen mucus that causes
nasal congestion.
Try nasal strips to stop snoringThese adhesives are used to hold
open the airways of your nose.
While snorers rarely wake
themselves, their bed partners play
an important role in making sure
they get treatment. Consequently,
simply leaving the room or kicking your partner out of bed, is a
bad idea, because no one will be
able to monitor the nature of their
condition. The sooner the snoring
is treated; the sooner everyone will
be able to sleep soundly.
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Working his magic on the court
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
SPORTS EDITOR

Machli Joseph never intended
to become a basketball coach.
The game has been a prominent
part of his life since the eighth grade
and propelled him to a Division I
college, but he had always seen his
future in the administration side of
athletics.
And yet, just a few
weeks into his fifth season as head coach of
the Baruch women’s basketball
team, Joseph
recorded his
100th victory – quite a
ways away
from the
fifth grader
he
was
when he
first started playing basketball in
his New
Jersey
neighborhood
parks.
“I really started
taking it seriously when I was
in eighth grade,” he
recalled, a smile creeping upon his face as he
thought back to his first
memories of basketball.
“I was a big Magic Johnson fan, and watching
him [and others] made
me say ‘wow, I want to
be that guy.’”
After a short pause,
he laughed and added:

“I remember one time I started telling people to call me ‘Magic,’ because I liked Magic Johnson.”
Joseph started playing organized basketball his freshman year
of high school, though he barely
made the team. Determined not to
spend the next four years watching games from the bench, Joseph
started working and training hard.
“I decided I was going to be a starter for the rest of my career here.”
By the following summer, he
was. “It made me realize if you work
hard at it, you can really achieve it.”
With each upward step from
there, Joseph realized that he could
keep rising higher and higher. And
that’s what he did, until he reached
Division I St. Mary’s College of California.
While obtaining his degree in
Sports Management, Joseph entertained aspirations of playing
professionally. After graduating,
he gave himself one year to determine what his next move would be:
professional basketball or graduate
school.
“The offers I had were stepping
stones, but I don’t think I had the
patience for that,” he explained. “I
felt like if I had to work my way up,
I’d rather do it here, in athletics. Let
me go after what my heart desires.”
And so, he made his way to East
Stroudsburg University, in Pennsylvania, for his masters. He completed the degree in one full year,
during which he enjoyed his first
coaching experience as assistant
coach of a Division II school. He
had, however, no intention of exploring the coaching path any further.
Once his academic years were
over, Joseph worked a couple of
different jobs in sports administration, and volunteered at major
sporting events. It was at one such

event that he met Zak Ivkovic, now
the executive director of the CUNY
Athletic Conference. Ivkovic told
him of Baruch College, which was
soon to open, and suggested that
Joseph apply.
He did, and shortly after being hired was offered a position in
coaching. “[Men’s head coach Ray
Rankis] knew my background as a
basketball player and as a coach. So
when I got here, he talked me into
being assistant coach.”
Two years later, when the position of head coach for the women’s
team opened up, Joseph presented
himself for the job.
The rest is history. Since coming on as coach in the 2004-2005
season, Joseph has built a program
that is gaining national recognition
and instilling both fear and respect
in other teams.
That very first year, the Bearcats
beat New York University, a nationally ranked team who has since
refused to face them again. The following year, the team won its first
National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament game ever.
Despite not originally wanting
to be coach, Joseph has certainly
left his mark and has set many more
goals not only for his team, but for
the Baruch Athletic department
overall. “I want us to be the Duke of
CUNY,” he said enthusiastically. “I
don’t want to be a one-hit wonder.”
His latest accomplishment
proves he has been anything but a
one-hit wonder.
He appreciates the benchmark
most because it gives him the opportunity to step back and look at
all that has been accomplished,
and all those who have had a hand
in those accomplishments: “You
need people to support and believe
in you.”
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Freshman creates all-star design
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS AND
JHANEEL LOCKHART
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR AND FEATURES EDITOR

When Tim Ahmed’s little brother Joy came into his room and told
him about a contest to design the
jerseys for the NBA’s Rookie-Sophomore Challenge game during allstar weekend, he figured why not?
It could be fun.
What it became was something
that he and his family never could
have imagined. “This has been an
unbelievable and overwhelming experience,” said Tipu Ahmed, Tim’s
father, to the New York Times.
What he is referring to is the fact
that out of over 12,000 entries, including some professional designers, it was the design of Tim Ahmed,
an 18-year old freshman at Baruch
College, that beat out everyone and
won.
Ahmed spent four days working
on the jerseys, which will be worn
by the players on all-star weekend.
“I put a lot of effort into it,” Ahmed
said to NBC.
His hard work definitely paid
off : he won a trip for two to the allstar weekend in Phoenix, which he
is taking his father to, will be recognized at half-time of the rookie-

sophomore game on Feb. 14th,
and has already been honored at
half-time of the Knicks game two
weekends ago at Madison Square
Garden.
As soon as Ahmed, a big Knicks
fan and former high school basketball player at East Meadow high
school, received an email from EA
Sports, who sponsors the event,
and found out that he had won, he
couldn’t hold in his excitement.
“We were having dinner one
night and Tim comes down the
stairs and, very calmly, throws both
of his arms up in celebration,” said
Mr. Ahmed’s mother to the New
York Times. “He took us up to his
room and showed us a message on
his computer that said he was the
winner, and I just started screaming.”
Ahmed, who has yet to pick a
major at Baruch, has always considered drawing to be just a hobby,
but might want to reconsider that
position now.
“I think it’s too early to put Armani and Ahmed in the same sentence,” Ahmed said to the New York
Times. “But it’s a good feeling just
knowing that I was able to contribute something that people all over
the world are going to see.”

YAHOO SPORTS

Freshman Tim Ahmed with Knicks’ Wilson Chandler at Madison Square Garden.

A history
of tradition
and triumph
Feelin’ kinda Sunday?
There’s no doubt that’s how
Ben Roethlisberger and the rest of
the 2009 Super Bowl Champion
Pittsburgh Steelers were feeling
last Sunday night at the Raymond
James Stadium in Tampa, Fla. On
Feb. 1, the Steelers made team history when they
brought
their
sixthVince Lombardi trophy back
to Pittsburgh after
defeating the Arizona Cardinals 2723 in a down- tothe- wire game.
STEFANIE SPARACCIO
With an AriBearcat Prowler
zona upset on the
horizon, Roethlisberger launched a game-winning
six-yard touchdown pass to Super
Bowl MVP, Santonio Holmes, in
a play that some are comparing
to “the” Super Bowl catch trademarked by David Tyree of the 2008
champion G-Men.
Let’s not forget two quarters
earlier when linebacker James Harrison intercepted Kurt Warner’s attempted TD pass and ran it back, a
Super Bowl record-breaking, 100yards to give the Steelers the lead
going into halftime. However, this
historic victory should be of no surprise for all of those who are adamant, long-time fans of the NFL.
After all, the Pittsburgh Steelers
certainly know a thing or two about
maintaining a winning tradition.
In the 1970s, the Pittsburgh
Steelers were an unstoppable
force. With The fresh new approach
of head coach Chuck Noll, hall of
fame quarterback Terry Bradshaw,
“Mean” Joe Greene, and the rest
of the “steel curtain” defense put
away four Super Bowl titles during a span of six years, making the
Steelers the most dominating and
respected football team of its time.
After witnessing NFL history last
Sunday night, it’s safe to say that
“Steeler nation” is at the top of its
game once again.
Since drafting Roethlisberger in
2004, the Steelers have tacked on
championships five and six, making them the franchise with the
most Super Bowl victories in history. Last Sunday, there was no doubt
that Roethlisberger wasn’t going to
walk away this year with a trophy.
Just as expected, Roethlisberger
and the rest of the 2009 Super Bowl
Champions did not disappoint.
In a city that prides itself on its
football team’s rich and victorious
Super Bowl tradition, Steelers’ fans
anxiously awaited the arrival of
their home-town heroes. On Feb.
3, thousands of “terrible” towels
waved high and proud as fans of all
ages celebrated a successful finish
to a great season.
Floats carrying the champions
rolled down Boulevard of the Allies to accept the gratification that
their loyal fans had been waiting to
bestow upon them The admiration
was mutual as Holmes announced,
“Thanks to my teammates and
God’s will, we made it we did it for
everybody.”
While the Arizona Cardinals
definitely deserve recognition for
their hard work and endurance
throughout the game, it is evident
that a rich history in pride, perseverance, and tradition ultimately
wins the games that matter most.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“This was the craziest crowd I ever played in front of; I fed off their energy.”
- Margaret Elenis
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Volleyball is
victorious
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
SPORTS EDITOR

As every one of their names were
called out, the members of the Baruch men’s volleyball team stepped
forward and greeted the opposing
team, the small crowd and their
fellow eager teammates. From the
moment the roster was announced
at the first home in-conference
game, the Bearcats looked ready to
take on the City College Beavers, a
team that was predicted to be anything but a challenge after the highcaliber nationally ranked teams the
Bearcats had played in previous
weeks.
Baruch came out strong from
the very first set, with forceful
serves and powerful blocks. Freshman Gabriel Rivera quickly made
his presence known on the court,
leading the team with seven kills
and four aces.
It wasn’t long before the Bearcats
had a secure lead; by the time City
College called its second time out,
the Bearcats had a lead of 13-5. The
celebratory chants and cheers that
followed each point the Bearcats
scored resounded through the gym
during the entire first set, until it
concluded with a score of 30-12.
The second set presented more
of a battle, as the Beavers seemed to
wake up and start playing stronger
than when they had left the court
a few minutes earlier. City College
took the lead, though the margin
was never to be greater than two
points. Baruch was a little slower
than it had been in the first set,
but the fact that the Beavers often
dived and missed the ball helped
the Bearcats get the lead back. “We

lost a lot of intensity in the middle
of the second [set],” said Rivera.
“We got the jitters out and realized
they’re not a good team to play.”
Despite the level of the game the
Beavers brought to the court, the
third set was, at some moments,
close. However, the Bearcats demonstrated their capacity for good
team communication and their
knowledge of the game, by scoring
14 points and pulling away, never to
be caught by the Beavers again. The
third set ended with the Beavers
putting the ball in the net, bringing
the score to 30-18.
The close of the third set made
this game a sweep for the Bearcats,
with scores of 30-12, 30-18 and 3018. Though the numbers tell of an
easy victory, Head Coach Allison
Gunther was not thrilled with the
game. “We did OK. It was inevitable
to play down to [CCNY’s] level,” she
said after the game.
CCNY’s head coach Krishna
Dass, who took over the team just
a week before the season started,
attributed the game’s result to the
fact that the team is currently rebuilding. “We will be getting better
towards the end of the season,” she
said with a smile.
Gunther, however, expects the
Bearcat’s journey through the conference to be a breezy one. “We
just have to play well and we’ll get
through it,” she said.

BARUCH | 30 | 30 | 30
CCNY | 12 | 18 | 18
Next game: City Tech, Feb. 10
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Bearcats undefeated in battle
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS

BY SPENCE PACKER

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

Stomping on the City College
Beavers, the men’s basketball team
won the Battle of Lexington in front
of a packed ARC Arena on Wednesday night,,walking away with a 7950 victory.
The victory improved Baruch’s
overall record to 18-4, including a
perfect 10-0 in CUNY Athletic Conference play. The loss dropped the
Beavers to a perfect record of their
own, 0-20 (0-10 CUNYAC).
At the start of the game, CCNY
played better then their record indicated, answering every Baruch
basket with one of their own. CCNY
even took a 10-9 lead over Baruch
to start the game.
“It’s honestly hard sometimes to
play a team that sucks,” said starting center Steven Bader. “You play
down to their level and it’s hard
to keep yourself together and play
your game.”
After a time-out taken by head
coach Ray Rankis, the Bearcats
started to pull away and never
looked back.
With 7:25 left in the first half, Lionel Hilaire hit a three-pointer to put
the Bearcats up 12, which would be
the last time CCNY would be within
single digits of the Bearcats.
“I thought we handled the emotion of the event very well,” said
Rankis. “We were a little sloppy in
the second half but we put it together. We are a good team, it was
a good win.”
Starting point guard Hilaire
stole the show from the opening
tip, scoring four consecutive threepointers and finishing with 25
points in 25 minutes, including 5-8
from long range.
“It seems sometimes that when
the game is bigger, he plays bigger,”
said Rankis. “He is a great player.
Sometimes he forgets but we remind him.”
“I just took the open shots when

The Baruch Lady Bearcats upheld their undefeated CUNY Athletic Conference record on Feb.
4th in dramatic fashion in front of
1200 fans at the Battle of Lexington.
The fans and the players were both
energized, and the room had a tangible buzz.
The game started off slowly for
the Bearcats as the CCNY Beavers
scored the first two baskets without
a response. For the first ten minutes the Bearcats were down. Perhaps the slow start had to do with
the pressure from the voluminous
crowd. “It was nice that so many
people showed up [for the game],
but it made it a little nerve racking,î
said senior player Awa Diop. ìOur
team was nervous in the beginning,
but then we started playing together, and making our shots.”
Freshman Kelsey Davis agreed
with Diop. “We got off to a slow
start, we need to jump on CUNY
teams from the beginning, but a lot
of people contributed.” Team contribution is something that women’s basketball head coach Machli
Joseph often preaches, and it was a
huge part of Baruch’s success during the Battle of Lexington.
Despite the large gap in scores,
the women on the team were not
entirely happy with their performance. “We won but we’re not all
satisfied with the way we played,î
said Diop. ìBut Karlee [Whipple]
played well. She always brings her
A-game every game. She has so
much energy that we all feed off of;
even if she’s not scoring she is play-
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The men’s team remains undefeated in the conference after defeating the Beavers.
I could; my teammates found me,”
said Hilaire. “I played well. I didn’t
know I was going to play this well
though. It was good.”
At half time, with the game well
in hand and all the festivities over
for the evening, most of the crowd
left the arena when the Bearcats
came back on the court.
“As coaches we asked ourselves
whether to mention [the dissipating crowd] to the team to remind
them to keep our own energy,” said
Rankis. “But even after [the first
half ] it was still a good crowd and
they got into it. You can’t have ev-

erything.”
Up next on the schedule for the
Bearcats is a string of CUNYAC opponents including second place
Lehman College on Friday, for the
Bearcats’ final home game of the
season.
“We know teams are readying
their scouting reports for us and we
are prepared,” said Rankis. “It’s an
exiting time of year. We are in the
mix for the CUNYAC championship and we just have to make sure
we stay ready.”
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Many fans participating in the Ultimate Fan Challenge came painted in blue and wearing creative costumes.

ing great defense.”
Captain Karlee Whipple did
have an exceptional game, leading the Bearcats in scoring with 20
points. Whipple also had five rebounds and three steals. Despite
her bold confidence on the court,
Whipple displays a relaxed modesty off of it. “I shot pretty well yesterday, but I didn’t take care of the
ball,” she said.
Though she was happy with her
personal Battle of Lexington performance, Captain Whipple admittedly prefers to focus on her team.
“Despite our slow start, we won, so
clearly we’re happy. But, we have a
lot of work to do before the end of
the season. We need to keep working hard, and come out and play
our game every time.”
The environment definitely affected the individual Bearcats in
different ways. Freshman Margaret
Elenis said: “This was the craziest
crowd I ever played in front of, I fed
off their energy.”
“As a freshman it was a brand
new experience. It was challenging
trying not to feed too much into the
crowd, but it was a fun experience,”
said Kelsey Davis.
Whipple was affected differently than her teammates by the
atmosphere. “I try to control any
nerves, because I play better when
I am calm. I have played in championship games and other Battles of
Lexington, so I’m used to playing in
big games.”
The Bearcats steamrolled the
CCNY Beavers with a final score of
72-58, filling in victory marks for
the Lady Bearcatsí tenth win in the
conference.

Despite a slow start, the Lady Bearcats had no trouble putting CCNY away.

Tennis sets out to conquer yet again
BY WILLIAM BATTAGLIA
OPINION EDITOR

Led by Jed Wilder, last year’s
Tournament MVP, the men’s tennis
team comes into their new season
with high expectations, looking
to capture their sixth consecutive
CUNY Athletic Conference Tournament Championship and make
a strong run in the NCAA tournament.
“We’re pretty confident,” said
junior Andrew Smith. “We have a
strong returning class despite losing two players to graduation.”
Last season, the men’s team

dominated in the CUNYAC tournament, defeating York College, John
Jay and Hunter College before being trumped in the opening round
of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association tournament by Salve
Regina University. Baruch finished
the season with a 15-3 record.
“Our biggest challenge is getting
to the second round in the NCAA,”
said junior Carlos Ruiz. “We are
new to the NCAA tournament and
end up facing a top five school,
which ends up being a roadblock for us in the tournament.”
Despite being bounced from the
NCAA tournament, senior Emanuel Imperial and Smith played ex-

ceptionally well in doubles, as they
were undefeated in CUNY and encountered their only loss coming in
the NCAA.
Since the team’s first official
victory of the 2008-09 year last
September, a 7-2 non-conference
victory over Ramapo College in
Mahway, New Jersey, the coach has
stressed, among other things, conditioning.
“He definitely puts in a lot of
time and is very dedicated to us,”
said Smith.
“I want winners,” said head
coach Florin Giuglescu. “Competition is getting tougher each year
and it’s important for my players

to realize that every time you step
on the court, you need to prove you
are the best.”
Coach Giuglescu stresses his
players’ success on the court as
well as in the classroom.
“He makes sure we are going to
our classes and is constantly checking up on us,” said Smith.
“I’m sure everyone says the same
about their coach, but ours really
goes far beyond his call of duty,”
said Ruiz. “He [Giuglescu] knows
most of us already pretty well, and
knows what works for each of us.
He uses that knowledge to work on
our weaknesses and highlight our
strengths.”

The team continued their season
on Saturday with a game against
Vassar College in Poughkeepsie,
NY.
Off the court, Giuglescu jokingly
offered one piece of advice: quit if
you don’t want to win.
But make no mistake: on the
court, Giuglescu and his team will
be all business as they strive for another CUNYAC championship and
a better performance in the NCAA
tournament.
“It’s about living in the moment
and making the most of it, because
tomorrow is not promised to you,”
said Giuglescu.
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The men’s volleyball team opened their conference schedule by easily defeating City College. PAGE 26.

